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The "Conjuring" spinoff "Annabelle: Creation" scared up
an estimated $35 million in North American theaters
over the weekend, making it easily the top film and giv-

ing the lagging August box office a shot in the arm. The open-
ing came close to matching the film's predecessor,
"Annabelle," which opened with $37.1 million in October 2014.
Warner Bros. could celebrate not only the month's biggest
debut but also having the week's top two films. Christopher
Nolan's "Dunkirk" followed in second with $11.4 million in its
fourth weekend, according to studio estimates Sunday.

Even amid an especially weak August, the well-reviewed
horror sequel and modestly budgeted "Annabelle: Creation"
found eager audiences. "That we were able to do $35 million
in what is a very sluggish marketplace was very impressive,"
said Jeffrey Goldstein, Warner Bros.' distribution chief. "We all
know that moviegoing begets moviegoing and right now it's
a dip in the content overall." The film, the third to spiral out of
2013's "The Conjuring," cost only about $15 million to make. 

More sequels and spinoffs are being developed in what
has become for Warner Bros. a steadily profitable horror fran-
chise bent on old-school frights. The "Annabelle" offshoot cen-
ters on a possessed doll. Last week's top film, the poorly
received Stephen King adaptation "The Dark Tower," slid dra-
matically. The Sony Pictures release, starring Idris Elba and
Matthew McConaughey, toppled nearly 60 percent on its sec-
ond weekend with an estimated $7.9 million.

The week's other new entry, the Open Road animated
release "Nut Job 2: Nutty by Nature," edged just above "The
Dark Tower" with $8.9 million. That was well below the 2014
debut of the original, "The Nut Job," which opened with $19.4
million. But the solid returns for "Annabelle: Creation" did little
to counter the box-office slide. The box office was down 31.6
percent from the same weekend last year, when "Suicide

Squad" was No. 1 despite brutal reviews and Seth Rogen's
"Sausage Party" opened. 

The summer altogether is down 12.4 percent from last
year, according to comScore. "This is a great weekend to be a
really scary doll and Warner Bros., but for everyone else, it's
just plain scary," said Paul Dergarabedian, senior media analyst
for comScore. "It proves the horror genre is alive and well."
Some of July's bright spots, however, have continued into
August. The summer's top comedy, "Girls Trip," will soon sur-

pass $100 million domestically. 
The movie, starring Jada Pinkett Smith and Queen Latifah,

took in $6.5 million in its fourth week to bring its cumulative
total to $97.2 million. It may end up doubling the gross of its
closest summer comedy competition: the starrier and pricey
"Baywatch" ($58.1 million in its entire run). In limited release,
the A24 crime thriller "Good Time," starring Robert Pattinson,
debuted with a robust $34,000 per-screen average on four
screens. That was bettered, though, by the $47,000 screen-

average of Neon's "Ingrid Goes West," with Aubrey Plaza, on
three screens. Both films expand in coming weeks. 

Estimated ticket sales for Friday through Sunday at US and
Canadian theaters according to comScore. Where available,
the latest international numbers also are included. Final
domestic figures were released yesterday.
1. "Annabelle: Creation," $35 million ($35 million internation-

al).
2. "Dunkirk," $11.4 million ($14.5 million international).
3. "Nut Job 2: Nutty by Nature," $8.9 million.
4. "The Dark Tower," $7.9 million ($7.9 million international).
5. "The Emoji Movie," $6.6 million ($14.1 million international).
6. "Girls Trip," $6.5 million ($1.4 million international).
7. "Spider-Man: Homecoming," $6.1 million ($12.4 million

international).
8. "Kidnap," $5.2 million.
9. "Glass Castle," $4.9 million.
10. "Atomic Blonde," $4.6 million ($5.2 million international).
Estimated ticket sales for Friday through Sunday at interna-

tional theaters (excluding the US and Canada), according
to comScore

1. "Wolf Warrior 2," $83.6 million.
2. "Annabelle Creation," $35 million.
3. "Guilty of Mind," $23.6 million.
4. "The Adventures," $22.3 million.
5. "War for the Planet of the Apes," $17.1 million.
6. "A Taxi Driver," $15.3 million.
7. "Despicable Me 3," $15 million.
8. "Dunkirk," $14.5 million.
9. "Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets," $14.4 million.
10. "The Emoji Movie," $14.1 million. — AP

Annabelle scares up $35m, jolting sleepy box office
This image released
by Warner Bros
Pictures shows Lulu
Wilson in ‘Annabelle:
Creation.’—AP

On their face, the numbers are grim. Movie
ticket sales in North America are running
roughly half a billion dollars behind last

summer's box office, making this one of lowest-
grossing summers in years. The 12.4 percent down-
turn comes at a critical juncture for Hollywood, with
constantly swirling fears about the impact of
streaming, television and the bazillion other enter-
tainment options out there. AMC, the largest the-
ater chain in the United States, saw its stock price
tank recently partly because of slow sales and its
forecast for "a very challenging" third quarter.

And yet much of the story at the multiplex this
summer has been very positive. Few of the movies
that won strong reviews and a warm reception from
moviegoers didn't also perform well at the box
office. With few exceptions, when the studios sup-

plied the goods, audiences came in droves. The
biggest smashes of the summer - "Wonder Woman,"
"Spider-Man: Homecoming" and "Guardians of the
Galaxy Vol. 2" - all earned both praise and major
business. Two of those films also righted the ship for
studios struggling to match Disney's franchise pow-
er.

"Spider-Man: Homecoming" was a much-need-
ed shot in the arm for the retooled Sony Pictures,
which followed that up with Edgar Wright's music-
mad original hit "Baby Driver." Patty Jenkins'
"Wonder Woman" set things right, finally, in Warner
Bros.' DC Comics series. The film, which recently sur-
passed $400 million domestically, also set a record
for highest grossing film directed by a woman.
Warner Bros. later gave the summer an honest-to-
goodness Oscar contender in July: Christopher
Nolan's World War II epic "Dunkirk."

"What we all saw this summer is audiences were

fickle. The stuff they liked, they really liked," said
Jeffrey Goldstein, distribution chief for Warner Bros.
"The movies that were well received were rewarded
with good holds." All but three of the No.1 films this
summer were certified fresh on Rotten Tomatoes,
including this past weekend's top film, the horror
sequel "Annabelle: Creation." "The irony is, it was
one of the best summers to be a moviegoer, if not a
theater operator," said Paul Dergarabedian, senior
media analyst for comScore. 

"When I look at movies like 'Guardians 2,'
'Wonder Woman,' 'War for the Planet of the Apes,'
'Spider-Man: Homecoming,' 'The Big Sick,' 'Detroit,'
'Baby Driver,' 'Dunkirk,' 'Wind River,' I have to say it's
been a great time as a moviegoer. "This is sort of: It
was the best of times, it was the worst of times," said
Dergarabedian. You could easily add to that list, too.

Though many comedies struggled, the summer
produced one breakout comedy: "Girls Trip," soon to
surpass $100 million domestically. 

Two of the year's most audaciously original and
buzzy titles electrified art-house audiences: "Good
Time," with Robert Pattinson, and "A Ghost Story,"
with a sheeted Casey Affleck. On Friday, Oscar-win-
ner Steven Soderbergh will trot out his return to
movie directing, the heist film "Logan Lucky," with
Channing Tatum. Though they haven't always
helped the bottom line, an unusual number of film-
makers and upstart distributors have tried to shake
up the summer. Even the season's most spectacular
bomb - Luc Besson's $180-million sci-fi extravagan-
za "Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets" -
was a charming one. 

Importance of summer season
The film, made and financed outside the

Hollywood system, was the kind of pricey auteur-
driven overreach that today's corporate-driven stu-
dios have largely snuffed out. So what's the prob-
lem? Where's the missing $500 million? (That's
about the gap left by this summer's overall gross of
$3.4 billion.) There are two significant drains on this
summer's totals. One is the lack of any late-summer
blockbuster on the schedule. Before Hollywood's
summer runs out on Labor Day weekend, there will
be no "Suicide Squad," "Straight Outta Compton" or
"Guardians of the Galaxy" (all recent August releas-
es) to mount a comeback.

More significant are a trio of underperforming
franchise entries. Paramount's fifth "Transformers"
film, Disney's fifth "Pirates of the Caribbean" and
Universal's latest try at "The Mummy," all underper-
formed. All, not coincidentally, were slammed by
critics as either franchises running on fumes or, in
the case of "The Mummy," a desperate attempt to
create one. Each of these titles, to varying degrees,
mitigated their losses with better performances
overseas. Each made about 80 percent of its world-
wide grosses abroad. 

The "Pirates" installment, "Dead Men Tell No
Tales," debuted in China and pulled in $614 million
internationally. "Transformers: The Last Knight,"
grossed $228.8 million in China, the most of any
American movie this summer. International box
office altogether is up 3.8 percent this year, accord-
ing to comScore, an increase of about $600 million.
But those movies - along with muted business for
"War for the Planet of the Apes" and "Alien:
Covenant" - proved that the franchise fatigue that
affected last summer has had a sequel of its own in
2017. 

While not quite the drumbeat of last summer
when a dozen sequels failed to outshine their pred-
ecessors, moviegoers continue to sniff out the less
inspired retreads of familiar brands. "There have
been some big misfires and costly misfires this sea-
son," said Adrian Smith, president of domestic distri-
bution for Sony. "The consumer wants unique, fresh
and original content.  They don't want tired, stale
properties. I think that's just their way of speaking
out." That continues to pose a potentially existential
threat to modern Hollywood, which is virtually run
on franchise-building and mining intellectual prop-
erty assets. 

But if "Spider-Man" can be rebooted every five
years and still churn out $700 million in worldwide
box office, it shows that "fresh" doesn't necessarily
mean "new." What may be changing, though, is the
importance of the summer season altogether.
Several of the year's biggest films came in its first
few months, including "Beauty and the Beast," "Get
Out" and "The Fate of the Furious." The year as a
whole is running 4.2 percent behind last year - not
as yawning as the summer deficit but still a sizable
gap large enough to stoke fears for the industry.

But several almost sure-fire blockbusters await
in the fall: "Thor: Ragnarok," "Justice League" and
"The Last Jedi." Had just one of them preferred
warmer temperatures, the summer box office might
have looked quite different. — AP

Oscar-nominated writer Joe Bologna
died Sunday. He was 82. Bologna
died in the Los Angeles area after a

three-year battle against pancreatic cancer,
his manager Matt Sherman told The
Associated Press. The actor and director
was married to actress Renee Taylor, who
credited his doctors for prolonging his life
so he could receive a lifetime achievement
award at the Night of 100 Stars for the
Actors' Fund of America on Feb 26. "He had
a beautiful life," Taylor said in a statement.

Born Dec. 30, 1934, Bologna was a
native to Brooklyn, New York. After he grad-
uated from Brown University with a degree
in art history, Bologna served in the

Marines. Bologna and Taylor married in
1965. "Joe was a loveable man, a kind soul,
a good friend and always a pleasure to be
with," Sherman said. Bologna was nominat-
ed for an Oscar in 1971 for best adapted
screenplay for "Lovers and Other
Strangers." He won an Emmy in 1973. He
had a string of television appearances, but
he was best known for the 1982 comedy
"My Favorite Year." Bologna was a voice
actor for the 2006 animated film "Ice Age:
The Meltdown" and had a role in the 1999
Adam Sandler comedy "Big Daddy." — AP

Shonda Rhimes, the creator of popu-
lar television series such as
"Scandal" and "Grey's Anatomy," has

signed a deal to make new shows for
Netflix. The streaming service announced
late Sunday that Rhimes' Shondaland
production company is moving to
Netflix. Netflix wrote in a news release
that Rhimes' shows "Grey's Anatomy,"
"Scandal" and "How to Get Away With
Murder" would continue to air on

ABC.Rhimes wrote in a statement that
she was grateful to the network for giv-
ing her career a start, but she was look-
ing forward to expanding her audience
and "creative identity" with Netflix. 

"Starting today, we are thrilled to
begin creating new Shondaland stories
with Netflix," she wrote. She wrote that
she and Netflix Chief Content Officer Ted
Sarandos had developed a plan for the
next phase of Rhimes' career. She said
Netflix offered her and her team "limitless
possibilities." "I've gotten the chance to
know Shonda and she's a true Netflixer at
heart - she loves TV and films, she cares
passionately about her work, and she
delivers for her audience," Sarandos
wrote.

No financial terms of the deal were
disclosed. The news release also didn't
state how long Rhimes and her company
would produce series for Netflix. Rhimes,
47, has been nominated for three Emmy
Awards, all  for her work on "Grey's
Anatomy." The long-running series
begins its 14th season next month. — AP

Oscar-nominated writer 
Joe Bologna dies at 82

In this October 1989 file photo, the Dalai Lama, left, talks to the comedy writing and act-
ing team of Renee Taylor and Joe Bologna, during a backstage visit prior to the Dalai
Lamaís convocation on the subject of compassion at UC Irvine in Irvine, California. — AP

In a weak summer at the box 
office, bright spots abound

This image released by Columbia Pictures shows Tom Holland in a scene from ‘Spider-Man:
Homecoming.’

This image released by Warner Bros. Pictures shows Harry Styles, from left, Aneurin
Barnard and Fionn Whitehead in a scene from ‘Dunkirk.’

This image released by Warner Bros. Pictures shows Chris
Pine, left, and Gal Gadot in a scene from, ‘Wonder Woman.’
— AP photos

'Scandal' creator Shonda Rhimes 

making new shows for Netflix

In this file photo, Shonda
Rhimes attends the ‘Scandal’
100th Episode Celebration at
Fig & Olive in West
Hollywood, California. — AP


